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Summary Notes 

Please note: important dates for upcoming trainings, suggestions offered, and action items are 

highlighted for reference. 

 In Attendance: 

 Loyd Platson and Vera Gibson from Sitka Counseling and Prevention Services 

 Stephanie Andrews from National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence (Juneau) 

 Charlie Daniels from Volunteers for America Alaska (Anchorage) 

 Samantha Savage from Interior Alaska Center for Non-Violent Living (Fairbanks) 

 Stephanie Allen from United Way of Mat-su 

 Genevieve Casey, PFS Project Coordinator from Alaska Division of Behavioral Health 

 Jodi Barnett, Bridget Hanson, Oliver Smith, and Suzanne Sharp, Project Evaluators and DETAL. 

 Call began at 11:02 am 

 Coalition Introductions 

 Updates: 

 Draft Needs Assessment 

 Evaluation and Genevieve are reviewing coalitions draft needs assessments and will be 

giving feedback to coalition by the end of the week. 

 Genevieve has completed her transition to the PFS grant. 

 She wants to schedule time to talk to each coalition individually. 

 Requests that coalitions inquire with her about a time. 

 She would like to get more information about each coalition and give each feedback 

about their assessment. 

 DETAL Staff Changes 

 Suzanne will be the main point of contact for DETAL, and will be here to provide technical 

assistance related to data collection and evaluation. 

 To contact her email: alaskapfs@gmail.com 

 Peggy has been transitioned off of DETAL. She is still working at ISER in other capacities. 

 We encourage you to reach out and see how we can fulfill your TA needs. What areas do 

you need training in? 

 Upcoming Trainings/Workshops 

Center for the Application of Prevention Technologies (CAPT) Training:  

 Genevieve and Jodi have been working with CAPT to discuss opportunities to plan some 

technical assistance. 

 Two  trainings/workshops in development with the national CAPT: 

1. Use your community readiness assessment and other data collected to develop capacity 

building goals and objectives 

o First webinar planned for March 20, 2017 with live TA provided to individuals 

communities afterwards on **April 3-5 , 2017 (times to be scheduled with each 

community) 
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2. How to use your community factors to develop and choose strategies best for your 
community and learn about new and emerging research related to project intervening 
variables (scheduled roughly for mid-April) 

 

PFS Leadership Team Webinar Training:  

 One evaluation focused webinar will be provided by the state evaluation team to provide 
guidance on strategy baseline data collection and overall evaluation expectations  
(scheduled for May 1, 2017) 

 Genevieve encourages coalitions to reach out for when they need support or TA. 

 Suzanne is in the process of establishing another coalition call. 

 Will send out Doodle poll soon. 

 Suzanne will be making individual calls to help coalitions network and reduce duplication of 

efforts. 

 Guided Question: 

 What has worked well in the assessment process since our last call? Any strategies? 

 Matsu: Discussed having their evaluators present information to the coalition their last 

meeting. 

 Mostly shared snapshots of relevant data. 

 Identified community factors 

 Was very impressed by the presentation 

o Added open ended and scaled questions to surveys to get some good qualitative 

data. 

 Coalition members were very engaged and want more involvement. 

o Broke up into small groups to discuss strategies. 

 Identified missing data from hospitals, 911 calls, and coding errors.  

 Anchorage: Identified similar data gaps in their state data for Anchorage. 

 How do you reduce overdoses with only 3 overdoses recorded? 

o We don’t expect communities to see a change in consequences in 3 years.  

However, we expect communities will see a change in community factors identified 

and targeted by chosen strategies  

 State Data does not match what is really happening based on the other information 

gathered. 

 Disconnect between the medical profession and what is actual happening. 

 Partnered with the Four A’s to complete surveys for individuals who use their facility. 

o 25 completed in 1 day. 

o Problem: Once people are identified, how do you refer them to treatment when it 

has limited capacity? 

 The HFDR data provided to grantees under-reports the true occurrence of Rx opioid and 

heroin ER overdoses for a variety of reasons. Since this is becoming a more heavily utilized 

dataset, the State Division of Public Health is already looking into this issue in order to 

understand its strengths and limitations related to opioids. 

 Matsu: Requested AK-AIMS data for the state about provider info. 
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 Data is not accurate 

 Problem in accessing treatment data. 

 Anchorage: Asked how other coalitions are defining prevention. 

 She explained her perspective of prevention as not only preventing first time use, but 

also include preventing chance of relapse. 

o One response indicated seeing it as a holistic approach to prevention. 

 Bridget, Evaluation: Discussed prevention and how each sees it. 

 Prevention as a data informed process. 

 Sitka: Coalition is still relatively new. Trying to get it together, and figure out a focus. 

 Juneau: Similar problems to Sitka. Still getting their bearings, and what areas will work best 

for their community. 

 Matsu: Asked about data gaps, and if they can use the treatment data. 

 Bridget, Evaluation: Can be used as an addition, but not at the expense of other 

intervening variables. 

 Matsu: Informed about having opted out of some part of the community health assessment. 

 Genevieve, DBH and Bridget, Evaluation: Not aware of them having opted out of 

anything. 

o Requests coalition follow-up about this if they find anything out. 

 Based on a training PFS coalition members attended, they were told they had opted out 

of something. 

 How has your coalition been dealing with missing data? Any successes in addressing that? 

 Sitka: Still trying to figure out where and how to get the data. 

 Challenges: Small community, worry of confidentiality.  

 Struggling to get any data 

 Option: Create a survey on Survey Monkey 

 Anchorage: Recommended awareness/out-reach event. 

 Outreach with the state: Dr. Butler and Andy Jones 

 Take an initiative to engage the community as an awareness strategy and collect data. 

 Sitka: Discussed problems with people willing to share data. 

 Will look into Charlie’s recommendation to engage the community. 

 Bridget, Evaluation: Try aggregate data rather than at an individual level. 

o Provide incentives for participants. 

o Sitka: Indicated that they had tried using incentives, but it didn’t work. Still trying to 

figure out the community dynamic. 

 Anchorage: Can we use funding to do awareness campaigning before getting their strategic plan 

approved? 

 Only required strategies may be implemented in Quarter 4 of Year 1, only if baseline 

evaluation data collection has occurred for the strategy. Contact Genevieve individually for 

approval.  We expect most grantees will begin implementation in early Year 2 after strategic 

plans have been submitted and approved. 
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 Genevieve, DBH: Any awareness or capacity building efforts must use funds from what was 

previously granted to coalitions. 

 If your coalition needs help adjusting the budget, Gen recommended that you talk to her 

first about it. 

 Anchorage: Noticed big problem with awareness; where to get services and access to Narcan. 

 Engage more people in the community to help out. 

 Make people aware that opioid users are people, and should be acknowledged. 

 Question about funds being left-over. 

 Genevieve, DBH: Encouraged coalitions to think about what activities they can do without 

dipping into the implementation funds? 

 Focus on capacity building. 

 Anchorage: Asked if any coalitions were planning on going to the National Opioid Summit? 

 Having multiple people interested would help save on cost. 

 Juneau is interested in sending 2 people, Matsu interested, and Anchorage interested in 

sending 4 representatives. 

 Matsu: Media campaigns and awareness? 

 Genevieve, DBH: Would like to hear more about each coalition’s thoughts. 

 Evaluation: Media campaigns best suited as a component of an overall environmental 

strategy and not as a stand-alone product for behavior change (e.g. increase the number 

of Rx drop boxes and have a media campaign to encourage use the drop boxes such as 

their importance to reduce Rx drug availabilty and where they are located) 

 However, media campaigns can be an effective way to increase readiness and capacity. 

 Possibility of identifying common themes to create a shared media campaign. 

 Sitka: Readiness assessment indicates awareness is low, and they are not ready to deal with this 

issue. 

 Can they implement a media campaign even though their assessment isn’t done? 

 Genevieve, DBH: Wants to hear more from each coalition first before making a decision. 

 Cautions against coalitions using funds to implement prevention intervention strategies 

yet. 

 Focus on increasing readiness and capacity building. 

 Genevieve, DBH: Cautions against implementing a media campaign that could be costly. 

 Sitka: AK-AIMS 

 Genevieve, DBH: Has petitioned to the state for the PFS not to be required to enter their 

information into AK-AIMS to reduce duplication.  

 Adjourned at 12:02 pm 

 

 

** Live TA training by CAPT with coalitions will be on: 

Monday, April 3 

Tuesday, April 4 

Wednesday April 5  


